
GMCC C Team Report, 2013 
What a journey of discovery, highs and lows 2013 turned out to be for both the C team and me! 
The pressure and anxiety was raised prior to a ball being bowled with the news in April that the C 
team had been promoted to Division 4 of the NCL: Could we win a game, would we be in for a 
hammering every week, was it possible to raise a team of youngsters and old hands every Saturday 
through to September, and could I possibly do everything on the “captains’ list of responsibilities” 
while keeping my sanity, day job and marriage intact? The season started off auspiciously with a 
walk over against Norwich Bystanders whose players seemed to prefer watching Norwich City 
attempt to play competitive football to playing cricket.  The team was to suffer three further none 
or half games due to inclement weather, which saved us once, and our opponents twice, from 
further embarrassment and defeat. It was particularly disappointing not to play Garboldisham, the 
eventual league winners, on the penultimate weekend of the season as the strongest C team of the 
season had been assembled to avenge a heavy defeat to them earlier in the season. By then 
however, both the team and I had come through the season intact, not only surviving but thriving 
in Division 4: being in the top half of the division for most of the season and eventually winning 
seven of the twelve games completed and finishing comfortably in third place but, placing us in 
peril of yet another promotion? The highs of the season were many. One of the most memorable 
and pleasing was the successful integration of 18 junior (U13-U17’s) players into adult cricket 
with one or two by seasons’ end establishing themselves in the A or B teams: on average five 
juniors played each week for the C team being in large part responsible for its’ success this season, 
and in bringing the average age of the team to less than 30 on most weeks even with The 
Chairman and the “retirees” playing. Included amongst the juniors were the first girls, Emily Reay 
and Hannah Brook, to play for an adult GMCC team, with Emily becoming a regular player and 
major contributor to the fines each week.  There were also debuts for two U13’s, Ryan Howard 
and Fergus Hughes with Fergus being a worse dressed cricketer but a better future prospect than 
his father. Standout performances among the juniors included excellent bowling from Emily, Zef 
Ishtiaq, Luke Marchant and from Ben Carding who cleaned up the opposition on more than one 
occasion. Alex “Chalky” Rennie also did well finishing the season with six wickets against 
Winterton and managing to get himself out having scored 49 runs in another game. The 
accomplished James Robb kept us all entertained in the games he played with his constant banter 
and his penchant for giving everyone, including members of the opposition, interesting nicknames 
and, on more than one occasion outcompeting The Chairman for the most boring story. The 
juniors also compensated well for the lack of mobility among the senior players in the field with 
several including Sam Carding and Marcus Mawby taking excellent acrobatic catches, although 
the fines for “running in sand” and “turning like a tanker” were invariably given to certain junior 
players. Alex Tonnison, Craig Woolrich and Robert Smith all made valuable contributions in their 
cameo appearances for the team and it is hoped that they will be able to play more often next 
season. It is a compliment both to our juniors and to the club that I was on more than one occasion 
congratulated and praised by the opposing captain and team officials for turning out a wonderful 
group of talented juniors that played and competed in the true spirit of the game. The older 
contingent totalled 22 players over the season including some “old” new blood in Tom Marshall, 
Peter Graves and in particular Jim Wimhurst who did everything but bowl for the C team but 
strangely could only score runs when promoted to the B team. Beefy averaged more than 80 runs 
in his limited appearances surpassing 50 against Winterton and 100 against Gt. Yarmouth. The 
not-so-old George Ducker and Nav Sharma also performed well when able to play for the C team 



with their aggressive bowling, scoring valuable runs and/or wicketkeeping. Daniel Hayward was 
the stalwart of the bowling attack throughout the season and took five wickets in consecutive 
matches against Saham Toney and Gt. Yarmouth, and he’s also not a bad batsman. Sam “The 
Aussie” Stuart brought some of the more positive Australian cricketing attributes to the team with 
his witty banter (sledging), athleticism in the field (diving), bit hitting (slogging), and not playing 
on the winning side too often or at all (losing). The ever-present Duncan “Buckets” Greenslade 
excelled in the slip-gully area, nonchalantly snapping up any balls nicked in his vicinity and 
whenever called upon to contribute to the bowling attack. The walking-wounded Chris’s, McKay 
and Brook, made a welcome return to adult cricket managing to survive playing 80-90 overs on a 
Saturday without needing too much remedial physiotherapy the following week. I was sometimes 
able to make a contribution, taking wickets and occasionally making the batting tail wag a little 
more vigorously, although being run out by a junior who shall remain unnamed (you know who 
you are Beamer!) against Colney (my former team!) in attempting a single Usain Bolt wouldn’t of 
made was a disappointment and my best opportunity to make a big score (i.e. more than 20 runs). 
It would have been nice for some of the other long-standing club members to have played more 
regularly with the C team as I believe they have much to offer in helping further develop our 
talented youngsters. The “retirees”, David “two jumpers” Bunn and Grenville “The Silver Fox” 
Ireland, also made excellent all round contributions in scoring runs, taking wickets and fielding in 
a manner belying their advancing years. “The Silver Fox” rolled back the years when promoted to 
opening the batting against Old Buckenham playing a majestic innings and reaching his 50 with a 
massive six over long on – for which he was later fined! Amongst the ones that may never retire, 
The Chairman continued to make valuable contributions in the field with his athleticism and cool 
head as well as being a stand-in wicketkeeper on one occasion, and in never being shy about 
giving advice to the captain on setting the field, score book abuse, positioning of boundary 
markers, the ideal temperature of the water for the showers, the use of marbles versus stones for 
umpiring, and anything else that came to mind. Steve Clarke was as smooth and effective as ever 
behind the stumps and was also solid and reliable in opening the batting with his junior partners 
until he was snapped up midseason by the B team to be eventually replaced with the somewhat 
younger but equally effective Tim Hales. Tim’s run of poor performances with the bat eventually 
came to an end with a run in the C team, forming an effective opening partnership with several 
juniors and in particular with Joe Greenslade (who averaged more than 50), and culminating in his 
brutal demolition of the Winterton attack in the last game of the season. A big thanks needs to be 
said to all of the players’ partners, parents and families who supported the team so well throughout 
the season and contributed some excellent teas at Town Close. Looking back now, the lows of the 
season don’t seem too bad although at the time the constant uncertainty of raising a team and not 
knowing until Friday (pm!) if I had eleven players, made life very difficult and hard to tolerate 
over the summer. Losing twice to (a strengthened) Old Catton and to Colney darkened my mood 
on four Saturday evenings but finishing higher than both of them in the league was adequate 
compensation and revenge. Overall it has been great fun and I have thoroughly enjoyed spending 
my summer Saturday afternoons in the company of a talented, enthusiastic, friendly and respectful 
bunch of players, and the grumpy old men weren’t too bad either on some occasions! If I could 
change one thing for next season it would the way in which the B and C teams are selected, there 
has to be a better, more efficient and less stressful way of doing this! 
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